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Museum object – investigation 
 
A couple of weeks ago, I went to the National Museum where I met the curatorial assistant 
for the medieval collection. I had the opportunity to handle some tiles and fragments of 
buckets. The well of the Welsh castle where the bucket comes from contained many other 
bucket parts which are kept wrapped and packed up in boxes at the museum. Unlike the 
object on display, which has been restored and reconstructed, these will never ‘become a 
bucket’ again. 
 

 
 
 
As an intuitive response, it was fascinating to examine the original tiles away from the 
lighting of the cabinet and the glass panels, especially the way they have been restored 
which is apparent at the back of the tiles. The individual bucket staves, however, did not 
affect me much as objects. What appeals to me about the bucket is the way it is constructed 
and how it looks as an entity, as one object made up of many parts. 
 

          
 
 
As part of my visit to the museum, I was given a copy of the archaeology documentation 
from the excavation, which contains fascinating and inspiring archaeology drawings (in 
themselves but also as a system of notation) and invaluable information about the object in 
general. 

Museum – original tiles depicting Richard I and Saladdin, away from the glass cabinet 

Photo of bucket as displayed, and corresponding archaeology drawing 



 
Recently, I decided to focus my research for the essay solely on the bucket. In order to help 
me determine the direction of my investigation, I am in the process of compiling information 
about the object at the three sites of meaning as defined by Gillian Rose (production, object 
itself and audiencing). As I am interested in the formal qualities of the object as well as the 
narratives associated with it, I may use two research methods in order to do this. At this 
stage, I am also questioning the relevance of looking at an object only from the point of 
view of the object itself – does the object still exist when no one is looking at it, without an 
audience? 

 

Studio practice 

 
The way I read the cabinet in the museum inspired a discourse for my studio work, which I 
have just started to explore: I am investigating the relationship between drawing and 
making, and making and drawing. This way I am hoping to devise a visual language which 
will allow me to express anything I choose to discuss. I will try and answer the questions: 
what would this object look like as a drawing? / what would this drawing look like as an 
object? 
 
I have started doing this using the bucket as a starting point. It fits with my interest in 
domesticity, in the everyday things that we take for granted (not only objects but even in 
this case water as a resource), in how objects talk about the way we live. In parallel, I have 
made a book of collages of different papers and have translated them in drawings and 
layered them with other drawings. Through this I am trying to combine narrative and form 
and I am looking at composition and lines. 

     
 
I am using both making and drawing as modes, means and outcomes of translation. The 
next weeks will be spent translating those outcomes in clay, following this newly-established 
discourse.  
 
To help me place my practice better, I will also look at contemporary makers. 
 
Readings which I am currently doing and enjoying include Bachelard’s Poetics of Space and 
theories of the Altermodern. I am also listening to the BBC series A history of the world in 
100 objects, which is providing very useful considerations about the way we look at objects. 

 
 

Visual research - Book of papers exploration 

http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/exhibition/altermodern/altermodern-explain-altermodern
http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/ahow/all
http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/ahow/all

